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國立清華大學111學年度頌去班考試入學試題
系所班組別：工程與系統科學系項壬班甲組 (0530)
考 試 科 目 （代碼）：物 理 冶 金 （3001)

共 頁 ，第 頁  *請在【答案卷】作答

Fig. 1 illustrates 化e 

〇〇化 structure o f 过 

curved dislocation 

line AGHC on the 

slip plane BDEF 

when there is a shear 

stress applied on the 

Top surface upward 

also another one at 

the bottom surface 

downward, where 

the circles represent 

the atomic plane just 扔g.
above the slip plane, and the small dots represent the atoms just below, (a) What are 

the type of dislocation AG, GH, and HC? (3%) Also, indicate the Bur呂ers vecl:ors 

and the motion of the three sections AG, GH, and HC, (3%) (b) Assuming that all 

atoms shown were all originally above (or below) each other， indicate the re呂io打 o f  

slipped material. (3%) (c) Gan this dislocatio打 line <AGHG cross-slip to another slip 

plane? Yes or No? Justify your answer. (3%) (d) If 化ere is a perfect dislocation 

which can slip on (0001) plane and (1 100) plane of one HCP single crystal, please 

calculate the Burgers vec1;or of this dislocation. (3〇/〇). (Total 15%)

(a) Three senior students Marco, Clark and Fioli打a are each 呂iven a cube-shaped 

single crystal o f an HCP metal. It is not known whether the cubes are of identical 

material. The students are to cut out tensile and compressio打 specimens and 

measure 化e loads necessary fbr yielding. In addition，化ey are 化 ob化rve 化e nature 

o f deformation in each case. A summary of their results is given in the 

accompanying table.

Test \ Student Marco Clark Fiolina

Tension
Low Loads for yielding. 

Only slip observed.

Low loads for yielding. 

Lkde slip and much 

twinning.

High loads for yielding.. 

Lhtle slip and no 

twinni 打 g.

Compression
Low loads for yielding. 

Only slip mechanism.

High loads for yielding. 

Little slip and no twinning.

Low loads for yielding. 

Little slip and no 

twinning.
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考 試 科 目 （代 碼 ）：物 理 冶 金 （3001)
共 4 百 ，第_ 2 _頁 *請在 【答案卷】作答

國立清華大學111學年度頌壬班考試入學試題
系 所 班 組 別 ：工 程 與 系 統 科 學 系 項 壬 班 甲 組 (0530)

From 化ese results, Marco and Clark cone山ded 也at three different materials were 

involved in the 1;est program. Fiolina claimed 也at the materials were the same. Here 

comes the problems; (i) Who was correct? Could both conclusions be correct? (4%) 

Explain the reasons .to your answer in (i). (6%) ^i) To confirm that if  the three 

materials were identical, what additional information would have to be known? 

(3%) and how CO山d it be used 化 support the claim o f similar materials by just 

using mechanical testing? (3%) (iii) What kind o f similar results could be expected 

by 化e XRD characteiization about 化e three HGP metals if  化e materials were 

indeed identical? (4%)

(b) Given this HCP metal has a c/a ratio of 1.600 and most probable slip system for 

this material is y 〇1 0 }< l王20>. For each o f 化e following 出agrams, de化rmine 

whether slip will occur and whether twinning will occur (consider only {1012} 

twinning). Also, justify your answers. (6%)

(Total 26%)

Think about 化e potential near future. You are a PI o f Advanced Material Lab 1:en 

years after the graduation from the Master program at NTHU. One o f your students, 

Tommy, is shdying on a single crystal metal you gave him last month for his 化nior 

project. He prepared five specimens cut from 化at single c巧stel wi化 HCP structure. 

Each sample went through different mechanical-thermal (MT) treatment These 

conditions are describe as 化e following: (a) Sample A was bent and 也en annealed 

lightly, (b) Sample B was deformed slightly in compression and annealed lightly,

(c) Sample C was deformed slightly in compression and annealed thoroughly (d) 

Sample D was deformed heavily in compression and annealed, and (e) Sample E 

went through the condition as 化e same!, as ‘(d)’ above and then was deformed 

heavily and annealed. After completio打 o f the five MT treatments, he carried 0 山



考 試 科 目 （代碼）：物 理 冶 金 （3001)
共 4 頁 ，第__3_ 頁  *請 在 【答索卷】作答

the orientation analysis of the crystals. Below are five stereographic projections 

presented in 化e external Kference frame. The points repre化打t 化e orientations of 

the c_axis (0001) o f the crystals. Tommy spent about three weeks 化 finish o f the 

processing and measurement. Which is about the e打d o f senior project! Great!

國立清華大學1 1 1 學年度頌壬班考試入學試題
系 所 班 組 別 ：工程與系統科學系頌击班甲組 (0巧0)

A weeks later, Tommy cried to you and said ''Damn it! Professor, I screw up! I 

抗rgoUo record which treatme打t resulted in which storeographic projection because 

I didn，t label o打 these specimen，，. You smiled at Tommy and 1;old him，"OK，do打，t 

worry， the knowledge you leaned in Physical Metall\irgy can save your Kfe.，，Now, 

please 1;each Tommy that which of these projectio打s correspo打ds 化 each of MT 

procediare. Also, please provide the explanation for each answer in the view point 

o f microstmcture and sketch 化e microstmcture. (20%)

Copper-rich copper-beryllium alloys are precipitatio打 harde打able. After CO打suiting 

the portion of the phase diagram shown i打 Figure below， do the following:

0 5 10 15 20

(Cu) C om position  (w t%  目e)
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考 試 科 目 （代碼）：物 理 治 金 （3001)
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(a) Indicate the range o f compositions over which these alloys may be 

precipitatio打 hardened (2%) (b) Describe the heat-treatment procedures (i打化rms 

o f temperatures) that would be used 化 precipitation harden an alloy having 过 

compositio打 of your choosing yet lying withi打 the range given for part (a). (4%) 

(c) Using one 巧gure o f shear stress-shear strain relationship， please draw five 

stress-strain curves including the following five cases: (i) solid solution annealing 

followed by que打ching o f the alloy (2%); (ii) aged 化 peak hardness o f the alloy 

(2〇/〇); the alloy aged 化 form GP zones (2〇/〇); (iv) Overaged alloy 口〇/〇). (V) 

another pure copper (2%). Also, explain the hardening mechanism to the 

correspondin呂 CO打ditio打 o f heat-treatment from (i) 1:0 (iv) mentioned above it 

might happen. (8%)

(Total 24%)

(a) Assume that theire are yv atoms occupied N lattice sites in a crystal. Next， n 

atoms inside the crystal were moved !:〇 title surface， which generate n vacancies. 

Please derive a fbrmula to estimate 化e concentration of vacancies at equilibrium 

o f this crystal at specific temperature 7. Please defi打e all the 化rms used i打 your 

formula. (6%)

(b) High entropy alloy (HEA) is new CO打cept to prepare metallic materials since 

about two decades ago originated in NTHU. HEAs made o f five or more elements 

whh equal molar fraction can have high streng化 and hardness possess many 

comprehensive properties such as thermostability and corrosion resistance. Please 

calculate the mixing entropy of one HEA with six elements. (4%)

(c) Mary evaluated the concentration o f vacancies at equil化rium of the HEA 

mentioned in (d) at room temperature and at 1 atm. The answer her calculated is 

90%. Do you believe i打 Mary，s answer? Please discuss the .reaso打able打ess about 

Mary^s answer. (5%)

(Total 15%)
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